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요 약. principle of least motion 의 정 량적 표현을 제시 하였다. potential energy surface 주어

진 반응 경로에 대하여 전자 위치 변수의 함수, 그 함수의 norm 과 반응 경로 평균 에너지를 일의 

적으로 정의하였고, 그들의 성질을 검토하였다. 함수의 norm 과 평균 에너지를, 일분자 이성질체화 

반옹의 허용된 경로를 판별하는 척도로 사용할 수 있음을 제안하였다. 대칭성을 가진 분자에 대해 

서 계산하지 않고 허용된 경로를 판별하였으며 Woodward-Hoffmann 규칙의 적용과 같은 결과를 얻 

었다.

ABSTRACT. A quantitative description of the principle of least motion is suggested. The 
reaction path function of electronic variables, its norm and the reaction path average energy, 
which are unique for a given reaction path on a potential energy surface of a reacting system, are 
defined and their characteristics are discussed. It is postulated that the norm of the function and 
the average energy can be used as a criterion for identification of the preferred path of a unimol- 
ecular isomerization reaction. For a molecule with a certain symmetry, the preferred path, with 
which Woodward-Hoffmann rule agrees, is immediately identified without laborious computation.

INTRODUCTION

The basic idea of the principle of least mot
ion about the favored reaction path was formu- 
larized, ”서 considering the displacements of the 
nuclear positions of the reacting system along 
a path, and was tested on several kinds of 
elementary reactions. However, the theory has 
failed for the justificaction of some specific 
reaction path.4 This deficiency may result from 
the inherent attitude that cmly nuclear positions 
are essential. Although the geometry of the 

nuclear configuration may reflect its potential 
energy, it may not be sufficient to rationalize 
all the energetics of the reaction, which are 
delicately dependent on electronic distribution 
via electronic wave function. One has to con
sider the wave functions of the reacting system 
for a more precise description about the allow- 
edness of a path.

On the other hand, a topological view of 
electronic wave function was introduced to rati
onalize the favored path by Trindle6 and later 
by Kelsey7. The basic idea is that the allowed 
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path transforms the wave function of reactant 
to the wave function of product as a topological 
identity. They devised methods for practical 
use.

In the present work, two above ideas are hyb
ridized. A function and a scalar, which are 
unique for a given reaction path, are introd
uced. The function is an integrated electronic 
wave function with respect to an abstract rea
ction coordinate from reactant to product, and 
is one of electron position vectors. Its norm 
measures the extent of deformation of the elec
tronic wave function along the path. It is 
postulated that the preferred path accompanies 
the least deformation of the electronic configur
ation of the reacting system. Then the square 
of the norm, a weighted average of wave fun
ction overlaps between all the points of the 
path, should be the largest for the preferred 
path. The scalar quantity is a weighted average 
of potential energies along the path, and may 
also be used as a criterion for the preferred 
path. That is, one can conjecture that a path 
should be likely allowed if the path maintains 
potential energy of the reacting system relatively 
low throughout the path. If one is to'calculate 
the overlap integral of two electronic wave 
functions, one should choose a common coordi
nate frame, since the overlap integral of two 
wave functions corresponding to two different 
nuclear configurations depends on the relative 
positions of the two nuclear frameworks. In this 
work principal axis frame, &으of molecule- 
fixed frames, is taken as the common coordinate 
frame. Due to the very use of the frame, present 
method can be applied nominally to intramole
cular isomeric rearrangement.

DEFINITION OF THE REACTION PATH 
FUNCTION AND THE REACTION PATH 
AVERAGE ENERGY

According to the Born-Oppenheimer approxi
mation, the time independent total molecular 
wave function may be separated into the product 
of nuclear wave function and electronic wave 
function. The electronic wave function is the 
eigenfunction of electronic Hamiltonian,

(1)

But, in space-fixed frame,蛔 is not yet uniq
uely determined because 屮廿 is parametically 
dependent on nuclear coordinates,

如=妇({匚}, {&a}), (2)

where r； is electron position vector and Ra is 
nucleus position vector in space-fixed frame. 
Consequently when the molecule translates and 
rotates, 寸稣 in space-fixed frame is varied, even 
though the nuclear configuration of the m시ec니e 
is not changed.

Therefore m시ecule—ixed frame must be used 
in description of 吃“也 the study of chemical 
reaction, which involves deformation of nuclear 
confi용uration. In the present work, principal 
axis frame, 8,9 which has its origin at the center 
of mass of the nuclear configuration and whose 
orientations of axes diagonalize the moment of 
inertia tensor of the nuclear configuration, is 
used. From now on, a wave function, p, means 
a real normalized ground electronic wave func
tion, 寸以，above.

Let the reacting system (nuclear configuratio
ns along a reaction path) be composed of M 
nuclei.

And one may define

r= (xb >i, zlf x2i 3么 z2,...... ，xMi yM, &,
(3)

where x,, y,, are coordinates of i-th nucleus 
in principal axis frame.
And let

ro—r of reactant nuclear configuration
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rr—r of product nuclear configuration. (4)

One considers the following scheme

gi R P
A E=n B —> C ―> D

幻T

£=0,1,2,....... , (5)

where -A is a closed interval [0,1], B is a set 
of r (r denotes nuclear configuration along a 
reaction path), C is a set of p (wave functions 
along a reaction path), Z) is a set of E (ground 
state potential energies along a reaction path). 
gi, R and P are defined as follows.

gi : one to one, onto, continuous function on 
domain A and satisfies g,(0) =r0, gi(l) 
=〃

R : one to one, onto, continuous or piecewise 
continuous function on domain B which 
maps r to its corresponding p

P : one to one, onto, continuous function on 
domain C which maps 屮 to its correspo
nding E

(specific r determines uniquely an electronic 
Hamiltonian and its solutions
For arbitrarily small deformation of nuclear 
configuration, p is also deformed slightly, which 
means a small change in r induces a small cha
nge in 也 Therefore R is continuous. But, if 
the reacting system conserves some symmetry, 
R can be discontinuous at some point along the 
reaction path (e. g., single Slater determinant 
description of the disrotatory ring opening of 
cyclobutene). Similarly, a small change in p 
induces a small change in E, therefore P is 
continuous.

A one to one function has its inverse function 
and an inverse function of a continuous function 
is also a continuous function,10 so can be 
defined as the inverse function o£ %

gi-1 : one to one, onto, continuous function 
on domain B, then

gi'1 (為)=0, (n) = 1. (6)

Now hi(x) is defined as follows.

加愆)三幻-1(幻)(为)on domain A, (7) 

then

ho (£) =go~1(go W)=x
hi (0) = gf1 (go (0)) = gf1 (r0) = 0
hi (1) = gi-1 (go (1) ) = (n) = 1. (8)

hi{x) is a one to one, onto, continuous function 
because g,-1 and go are one to one, onto, con
tinuous functions.11
Since,

hi (£) = gi'1 (go (对)=gC1 (r),
幻(9)

then

0<^(x)<l (10)

holds. Furthermore hi{x) is a strictly monotonic 
function on A because 知愆)is a real-valued 
and one to one function on A.12
For

如(0) = 0<1-hi (1), (11)

hi{x) is a strictly monotonic incresing function 
on A.

Next, the definite integrals are defined as 
follows：

fi=^^R(gi(x))dx (1=1, 2, •••). (12)

They are integrals of 也 from a reactant to a 
product along a given reaction path, and func
tions of electron position vectors, of course. 
Since the integrand ■R(gjGr)), which is a real 
normalized wave function, is continuous or 
piecewise continuous on the integration inteval, 
then the integral exists.13
In particular,

fo = J：& (go ⑴)(13)

Using eq. (8),

fi = ((幻(y) ) ) dy =；：=：& (幻(加(上)))dhi (勿)
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=J*R (幻(幻t (四(上))))dhi 愆)

-f R(g0(上))dhi愆)， (14)
J 0

where variable y is replaced by hi(x) in fi. One 
should remind that 底(re) is a strictly monotonic 
continuous function.14

R(go(#)), the integrand of fit is equal to 
that of fQ, but 底愆)，the integrator of fit 
replaces x of 锵
fi has following characteristics. The norm of 
fi is

ll/JI-«/JA»1/2>o (15)

and

'L세2=J： J；〈R(go(M)) \R(g心')')‘〉카m(t)dR心)

VJ] J：』血愆)하屹3) = [hi⑴ 一hi (0)]2= 1

(16)

because R(go(/) is a real normalized wave 
function and therefore (R(gQ(x)) |&(go(：y))〉Ml. 
That is,

0<||/dl<l. (17)

Now the reaction path function, F, is defined 
as h of the smallest norm：

F=fk=仁R(g°愆))a庵愆)三「左愆)4知愆)， 
j o J o

(18)

where for brevity

左愆)三&您0愆)). (19)

For all fiS, it does Ed that

IIFIMIL시 |. (20)

Finally, the reaction path average energy is 
defined as

跖三(能))视愆)

三如(h), (21)J 0 

where hk(x) is the integrator of the reaction 
path function, and

E愆)三(22) 
Since F is one of //s, obviously 0<||F||<l. 

However the lower bound is not zero at least 
for the case of closed shell single Slater deter
minant description of wave function. First, one 
should prove that〈& (z) LR。)〉，which is the 
overlap inte용ral of wave functions, is not neg
ative for closed shell.

The reacting system is assumed to have 2N 
electrons in closed shell electronic configuration. 
The wave functions may be described as single 
Slater determinants,15

R(S) = ｛(2N) !｝t/인et｛如但…无也…矿n｝ 

氏(3) = ｛(2N) !｝ -1/언寸｛©渺2“・但渺泌2・・・6耕,

(23) 

where spatial orbitals are same for tg and 虹 

with a, g spin respectively, also for 如 砍 

Then the overlap integral is

<R(z)\R(y)>
=de ｛〈如 |Q〈妁 °〉・・〈WnI 如〉｝

｛死 161〉死 I。2〉…〈《시。N〉｝ 

=[如｛〈如|山〉〈妁饱〉...〈即如〉｝]2>0.
(24)

In general, when the reacting system has no 
symmtry〈/?(#) | 氏($)〉is non-zero. Therefore 
in this case〈&(:z：) | 氏(y)〉〉0. So the square 
of the norm of the reaction path function 
satisfies the relation,

II列2=£ ^R(x)\R(y))dhk(X)dht(y) 

zJo函或他愆)泓，心)=&&〉0,

(25) 

where

0<5min<<72U)|7?G)>. (26)

On the other hand, when the reacting system 
conserves some symmerty, it is possible that the
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irreducible representations of occupied MO*s 
change at some point along the reaction path. 
In such situation, it follows that,

<72(x；xeX) |U(3»；yey)>=0
〈氏(wzuy)|&G；ywx)〉=o 
<7J(x；xgX) |22(y；ySX)»0 
<R(x；x^Y)\R(y；y^Y)»Q, (27)

where

X=[0,a], Y=[_a, 11 0<a<l, (28)

corresponds to the orbital crossin응 point. 
Therefore

l|F||2=J： J；사“E I&G，)〉部*(z)d如(y)

+ P r<R(x)\R(y))dhk(X)dht(y-) 
J a J a

느 原恒 血 (a) 2 + 乩也’ 호 {如 ( D — 龙E («) } 2
>0, (29)

where

0<5mintl<<7?(x；xeA)\R(y；y^A)>
0<5min,2<<7J(x；i:GB)

(30)

Consequently, the inequality,

||F||〉S, S〉0, (31)

holds for 이osed shell single Slater determinant 
wave functions whether or not the reacting sys
tem conserves symmetry.

In general, if〈&(/]氏(:y)〉〉0 along the 
reaction path, then definitely eq. (31) holds.

APPROXIMATE FORM OF THE REACTION 
PATH FUNCTION

A Riemann-Stieltjes integral, fi (eq. (14)), 
can be rewritten by a limit of Riemann-Stielt
jes sum16

力=lim丸认叼)部尸侦)， 
Nf8j=l

g寿 느与 (32) 

where

MJ) 三方⑷ f( 스L)〉o (33)

because hi (x) is a strictly monotonic increasing 
function as emphasized earlier.
Then

郭，p=M今) 애，•(으)

—A；(l) 一如(0) =1. (34)

Naturally, F is now one of f/st with the sma
llest norm,

N
F=lim s . (35)

Nf 8 j=l

For the purpose of approximation, one may 
define,

_ N _

Fn三 S R (叼)為， (36)j=i

where J/s are numbers so chosen that
N _ _

Z4三 1, 4〉0. (37)
>=I

Picking Fn with the smallest norm out of Fn 
functions:

IIF시 MIF 세, (38)

one may define

N N
Fn三五 R(W)4,五 4=L 4>0・ (39)

i=i J=i

Then

lim Fn=F
lim 4= lim』知"(j). (40)

So it is reasonable to use as the approximate 
reaction path function.
For the reaction path average energy, the 
corresponding approximation would be

N
E 田，(N)三 ££(叼)4， (41)

j=i

where Aj is the one appeared in the approximate 
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reaction path function (eq. (39))- And E효"N、) 

approaches Erp as N goes infinite.
One may define

N
d知&：)三五4列(叼一无)血，如(0)三0, (42) 

j=l

where the domain of hm (x) is A, that is [0,1].
denotes Dirac delta function and Aj is the 

one appeared in eq. (39).
Then

Am(匕)=J^S邳(叼一:y) dy. (43)

For x~l,

hm(1) = J；*4。(叼一少dy=冬4=l (44) 

hm (x) is a step function, but a step fumition 
can be regarded as the limiting function of a 
sequence of continuous, one to one, onto, stri
ctly monotonic increasing functions (Fig. 1) • 
So, in practical manner, hm(x) satisfies the 
conditions of hi(x) which is the integrator of 

fi (eq- (14))- 
Therefore

九，=J/(履部，，，(c). (45)

On the other hand,

=J"(z) E^jS(xj-x)dx

= £R3)4=Fn. (46)
>=1

Therefore

l|F||<M. (47)

It is shown that the lower bound of the norm 
of the approximate reaction path function is the 
norm of the exact reaction path function. As 
the approximate reaction path function converges 
to the exact reaction path function, the norm 
of the approximate reaction path function appr
oaches to the norm of the exact reaction path

Fig. 1. Graph of h*(司.

function, from above.
To find Fn means to find J/s, because R (勿Q 

is a wave function and must be calculated in 
advance. Since Fn may be regarded as a function 
of J/s, minimization of \\F ^||2 with respect to 

would give ||F시p. When gr洞|成对K=0,
II尸서|2 as well as ||尸_对1 is an extremum. And 
if the extremum is not a maximum then it is 
a minimum. Therefore the minimum |頂板|| is 
the norm of the approximate reaction path 
function, |成시|, and the corresponding 瓦's give 
Fn for a given set of R (的[)'*

The square of the norm of Fn is given by

N N
11玮||2= s S〈R(M)I 故叼)〉44 (48)

with
N

4〉0，Z4=L (49)
j=i

so that
NT

1 —(50)

If real normalized wave functions are used,

S3 三〈氏(勇)(叼)〉，Sii=l, Sij=Sjit (51) 

then
N N

IIF세2=z Z 岛44 i=i ;=1
N-l NT NT

S &44+2 方 必n+I/
i—1 j=l i=l
NT NT N-l / N-l X

=結务防,4+2,結
/ NT \2 ,、+ (1-을4)・ (52)
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To find J/s at grad|| F^||2=0, one has to 
di任erentiate ||F시卩 with respect to J/s Q=l, 
2,…，】V—1） and set the derivatives equal to 
zero.

의醫%書훌'{Sg讪+M）}

+2力 &v&（l— 力 4）
«=1 \ j=l /
N-l N-1 / N-\ \ N-1

一2料 &汕咨 剛—2（1 —宵 2] Sjk

（N-1 / NT \ N-1
S Sj"j+&N（1—方应）一£ 岛\4
»=1 \ i=l / i=l

_（1一冒4）}=0 侦3）

There results a simultaneous equation,
N-1

（l+S%—S%\L&N， 8=1
为=1,2,…,NT （54）

And 厶n is given by eq.（50）. Because maxi
mum of |成시I? is 1, if the extremum is not 1, 
this extremum is a minimum.

If one or more of 旬's are negative, then 
the solution of eqs. （50,54）does not give the 
minimum which one is seeking for. The point of 
应's, which gives an acceptable extremum for 
1成세1% locates on the boundary of a region,

&={/,• ；4〉0, ,*4=1}. （55）

Since, inside S, gra에FnIF手0, there is no 
extremum point inside S. Therefore the extre
mum point is on the boundary of S, i. e., one 
or more J/s are arbitrary small positive num
bers.

APPLICATION TO REACTIONS WITH 
SYMMETRY

For a reacting system with a certain symmetry 
it can be shown immediately which reaction 
path has larger norm, without computation. By 
constructing orbital correlation diagram, one 
can notice that the allowed reaction path cons

erves symmetry of occupied MO's, while the 
forbidden reaction path does not.17 Consequen
tly, for the allowed reaction path, the overlap 
integral between the wave functions of any two 
nuclear configurations along the reaction path 
does not vanish in principal axis frame, because 
of symmetry reason. And for the forbidden 
reaction path, however, the overlap integral 
between a nuclear configuration at the former 
half of the reaction path and that at the latter 
half is necessarily zero, because of symmetry 
reason. As. generally known, a symmetry axis 
is a principal axis and a reflection plane is a 
plane on which the principal axes are loc
ated. One describes a reacting system with real 
normalized closed shell wave functions. By
definition of the reaction path function, one has

F =^R{x）dhk{x） =J：R（go（u））d知愆）

（幻愆））dx. （56）

For the symmetry allowed path, the square of 
the norm of the reaction path function is

l|F||/=J： J；〈&（g&））质（幻。））〉必泌 

=Jo J；〈&（g"上））成（g心））〉血为

+2丁： （幻（O l&（g心））〉西』:y 

+「「〈&（幻愆））成（幻3））〉成泌y 
J a J a

三 S1+2S2+S3, （57）

where 0<a<l, and S2, S3 are defined as 
follows.

£三丁； J：〈R（g3上））成（幻（:y））〉如现 

&三「「〈R（g&）） |R（g心））〉為的 
J 0 J a

&三「「〈R（幻愆））（幻（:（58） 
J a J a

then

，〉0, 52>0, S3>0 （F£g.2）. （59）
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Fig. 2. (协(±))【&(协(,))〉of the symmetry allo

wed path.

Fig. 3.〈R(幻(⑦))|R(g*(y))〉of the symmetry forb

idden path.

And for the symmetry forbidden path,

\\F\\f2=S1t+2S2f+S2t9 (60)

where

J；〈&(幻(勿))】R(g心))〉血:y 

S/=J；匸〈&(幻(/)IR(幻心))〉d双切

J：,〈R(幻(上))\R{gk(y)')'>dxdy

0<^<l, (61)

af corresponds to the point where orbital cros
sing occurs, (gk (x) is not necessarily same for 
both paths)
Then

火〉0, 5/=0, 5/>0 (Fig. 3). (62)

If Si+&三브S?'+SJ, then

1成11.= (&+2，+&)5

〉(&*&)/니成 朕 (63)

Therefore it can be concluded that the norm 
of the reaction path function of the symmetry 
allowed path is larger than that of the symmetry 
forbidden path. So the reaction path function 
can be applied to the reacting system with sym

Vol. 32. No. 2, 1988

metry in non-calculative manner. For a closed 
shell symmetric reacting system, the res니t of 
the reaction path function method is equivalent 
to that of Woodward-Hoffmann rule.

At least, for thermal electrocyclic reaction of 
cyclobutene, the disrotatory path has no trans
ition state and cis—butadiene is not a minimum 
on potential energy surface, so the disrotatory 
path is not a true reaction path.18 But this path 
and cw-butadiene can be considered as an app
roximate reaction path and an approximate 
nuclear con£응uration of product molecule.

CONCLUSION

The unique quantities for a given reaction 
path, i. e., the reaction path function, its norm 
and the reaction path average energy, are defi
ned, and their characteristics are clarified. For 
practical use, their approximate forms are sug
gested and the characteristics of the approximate 
reaction is discussed in relation to the exact 
function. Applications of these quantities to 
some thermal electrcyclic reactions are presented 
in accompanying paper to show that the path 
with larger norm of the function and lower 
average energy is more preferred to others.
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